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‘THE: “TV SCENE 

‘ the black but that it had vittually ce ceased local af 
; tion and had lost “most of its audience. " Im assumin 

educational station could, ne 

network and foreign pre 
grams but must have ay 

sounding a strong voice 
the community it servesg 
When KCET (Channel 

28) began operating he 
last September, it very 
finitely planned. to -p¥é 
duce much of its own pry 
duct — not only for = j 
Angeles, but for the ine x 
tion. However, tire 
thought wasehat it Shouts 
erawl before it ran— 4 
such anew concept in, ONS 

Cecil Brown 

© :aaturated Los Angeles, which Has more cnanmeis wan 

is 
ijaenry other city, should make itself known before it began’ | 

ing any great amount of producing, that its first duty 
5 was to tell ‘the public: "I am here!".Furthermore, it:had | 
-j@ tremendous backlog of 10 years of NET program: 
«sdraw on to fill its limited schedule. 
“Plowever, such has. been the resporise to the statien: 

lespite the UHF handicap, KCET found that it.\w 
sknown from the moment it took the air. Educators: afl ae 

ong these was Cecil Brawn whose work as a com 
-Tewseaster spans three decades..Brown left KNI 
lo. a twice-nightly commentary. on the station—at 880 
10:10, 

, Touchiest Theme Thus Far 

jg#ssemble brilliant. men around a table to discuss % 
Rbeculate on major issues of oyr time. Tonight's edit 

“thus far—"Who Killed, President Kennedy?" °“2* Bi 
:e he moderator.is UCLA ‘history professor Keith ‘Bett Es 
wick and the speculators are Atty. Mark Lane, an: 

\Hugh Trevor-Roper; psychiatrist “Robert. Litman, / 

Schick, is as deeply concerned with the lack of Pp 
Meern as it is with the assdssination. 

z there are elements in educational TV who 4aqt 
Etouchy and controyersial issues on a community sfation: ; 

Kpand, the station did an excellent study of the luna’ nai 
E uge in the far right: movement in Southern Califor 
fearlier this fall, a program narrated by Brown thatsras 
'gotable for its comprehensiveness and its fairness 
would seem in a station dedicated to intellectual st! nye} 
“¥ation rather than the perpetual nirvana of commerti 
TV that, controversial.material+-handled by. expert 
@x-announcers—would, beits. meat and drinks 
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ders of a dozen fields offered to participate, Notable 

€ Perhaps the strongest effort KCET has made at hora 
yoduction has. been the series. Speculation, an effort tai 

7:30 has the touchiest theme the program has hatte B 

) opt-b 
‘spoken critic of the’ Warren.-Réport; Oxford histor if 

Attommey Ed Mosk. The program, produced bv El ' a 

‘the elements that caused. the cancellation of ,Moft j 
ahl's scheduled post-election comment. On the other 


